ECOLOGICAL LABORATORIES, INC.
2525 NE 9TH AVENUE CAPE CORAL FL 33909 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Consortium of naturally occurring beneficial bacteria that can be applied to seeds, plants, or soil which is intended to improve germination, growth, yield, product quality, reproduction, flavor and other desirable characteristics of plants and which promotes retention of water and nutrients in soils.
AMPFLSTR

3934467    29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420214]
APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS, LLC
180 Oyster Point Blvd. South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
DNA typing kits consisting primarily of reagents for scientific use.
OLON

Priority claimed from 16/07/2018; Application No. : 017931553 ;European Union
4019762 23/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1436784]
OLON SPA
Strada Rivoltana, Km 6/7 I-20090 RODANO Italy
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.
PROMICRO

Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : 017944882 ;European Union
4051877  05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1426353]
Yara International ASA
Drammensveien 131 N-0213 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals for use in agriculture, industry, horticulture and forestry, aquaculture and animal husbandry; fertilizers and manures; compost; plant growth regulators; seed and seed grain treatment preparations; soil treatment preparations; chemicals for coating of fertilizers and seeds and seed grain; granulated lime; chemical additives; nitrates.
4067613  31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446083]

JINAN JIAJIN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.

Room 1-402, east consulate business building, 102 industrial south road, lixia district, Jinan city Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Additives, chemical, to motor fuel; detergent additives to petrol; oil dispersants; activated carbon; chemical additives for oils; engine-decarbonising chemicals; catalysts; antifreeze; industrial chemicals.
jetPRIME

4067617  03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446230]
POLYPLUS TRANSFECTION (Société Anonyme)  
Bioparc - Boulevard Sébastien Brant F-67400 Illkirch-Graffenstaden France 

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Diagnostic agents and reagents for biological or genetic engineering or used for research; chemical products used for research and science, namely agents, reagents and preparations for genetic and biological diagnosis; chemical products used for research and science, in particular in the field of genetics; agents and reagents used in biological, genetic and medical research for the transfer of bio-molecules in cells.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Phosphates [fertilisers]; plant fertilizers; fertilizing preparations; animal manure; nitrogenous fertilisers; humus; chemical fertilizers; fertilizers; superphosphates [fertilisers]; mixed fertilizers.
4068932  31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445195]
Cangzhou Xinchang Chemical Corporation
Litianmu, Cang Xian, Cangzhou City Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clarification preparations; flocculants; condensation-preventing chemicals; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; catalysts; toxic gas neutralizers; biochemical catalysts; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes.
4069197  26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445185]
SHANDONG HONGXU CHEMICAL CO. LTD
ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF DONGYING PORT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sulfuric acid; acetone; dimethyl sulfate; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; ethyl alcohol; methacrylic acid.
LESONAL

Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 1384743 ; Benelux
4070224  06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445105]
Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.,
Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Putties, fillers and pastes, for use in industry.
Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.
Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; thinners and colouring matters, all being additives for paints, varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
DULUX AQUASHIELD

Priority claimed from 06/09/2016; Application No. : 1338763 ;Benelux
3556688  20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1344800]
AKZO NOBEL COATINGS INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners; additives to paints, not being chemical preparations for the manufacture of paints, varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.
3602014   07/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1357488]
AKZO NOBEL COATINGS INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners; coloring matters all being additives for paints, varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming preparations (in the nature of paints); wood stains.
Priority claimed from 08/06/2018; Application No. : 87954879 ;United States of America
405553 30/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444402]
PolyOne Corporation
Law Department, 33587 Walker Road Avon Lake OH 44012 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printing inks.
4070235  31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445137]
Shandong Haike Chemical Group Co., Ltd.
West side of Haochung Road, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Primers; undercoating for vehicle chassis; coatings [paints]; anti-rust oils; protective preparations for metals; dyes;
synthetic resin coating; waterproof paints; oil paint; fireproof paints.
Priority claimed from 17/03/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 102 460 ;Germany 3489419 01/08/2016

[International Registration No. : 1327247]
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Preparations for cleaning, care and beautification of the scalp and hair; hair styling preparations; hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and coloring preparations.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
HANGOVER

3507709 08/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1327903]

TOO FACED COSMETICS, LLC
18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; facial make-up, namely, primer; lotions for skin; make-up primer; moisturizing preparations for the skin; moisturizing solutions for the skin; skin cream; skin lotion.
Chocolate Soleil

3522592  08/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1330160]

TOO FACED COSMETICS, LLC
18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, namely, a skin bronzer for the face, containing cocoa.
KARMA

3551663  23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1343848]
COSMETIC WARRIORS LIMITED
29 High Street Poole, Dorset BH15 1AB United Kingdom
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps, perfumes, cologne, fragrances, toilet water; dusting powder; bath preparations; shampoos; lotions and creams for use on the skin; shower preparations.
Priority claimed from 31/03/2017; Application No. : 016542292 ;European Union
3580612  27/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1352956]
I.C.O.N. EUROPE, S.L.
Rua Amor Ruibal, n° 11 entlo. E-36203 VIGO (PONTEVEDRA) ES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair lotions; essential oils only intended for hair care; cosmetics only intended for hair care.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
3706375   12/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1378836]
KOSAN KOZMETIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Gebze Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Ihsan Dede Caddesi No:133 Gebze TR-41480 Kocaeli Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching and cleaning preparations included in this class; detergents, laundry bleach, fabric softeners, stain removers, dishwasher detergents; perfumery; cosmetics; fragrances for personal use (including deodorants for human and animals); soaps; dental care preparations; dentifrices, tooth polishing and tooth whitening preparations, mouthwashes not for medical purposes; abrasive preparations; emery cloth, sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes; polishing and bleaching preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood; polishes, polishing creams, wax for polishing.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
Love Baby and Planet

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No.: UK00003320280; United Kingdom

4021991 27/06/2018

[International Registration No.: 1438407]

Unilever Plc
Port Sunlight, Wirral Merseyside CH62 4ZD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR Division

Soaps; liquid soaps; hand washing preparations; bath and shower preparations, including bath foam and shower gels; perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; colognes, eau de toilette; aftershave; perfume body sprays; deodorants for personal use; anti-perspirants; shaving foam, shaving gel, pre-shaving and after-shaving lotions; talcum powder; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; aromatherapy preparations; massage preparations; skin care preparations; depilatory preparations; sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; lip care preparations; cotton wool, cotton sticks for cosmetics purposes; cosmetics pads; wipes impregnated with cosmetic lotions; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; beauty masks, facial packs; preparations for the care of hair and scalp; shampoos and conditioners; hair colorants; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair waving preparations; hair sprays; hair powder; hair grooming preparations; hair lacquers; hair mousses; hair glazes; hair gels; hair moisturizers; hair liquid; hair preservation treatments; hair desiccating treatments; hair oils; hair tonic; hair creams; dentifrices; non-medicated mouthwashes; preparations for the care of the mouth and the teeth; tooth powder; toothpaste; non-medicated toilet preparations; detergents; preparations and substances, all for laundry use; fabric conditioning preparations, fabric softeners; bleaching preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; stain removing preparations; soaps; soaps for brightening textiles; preparations for washing clothing and textiles by hand; laundry starch; wipes impregnated with preparations and substances for cleaning and polishing.
FAB FAVES TO GO

Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 87959185 ;United States of America
4049644    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442555]
First Aid Beauty Limited
70 Bridge Street, Suite 203 Newton MA 02458 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin care preparations; skin care kits comprising non-medicated skin care preparations.
CAPELINE

4065873  03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444819]

L’Oreal UK Ltd
255 Hammersmith Road London W6 8AZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumes, eaux de toilette, eaux de cologne.
4067622  31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446219]

Shanghai Manuka Bee International Trade Co., Ltd.
Room 202-E, No. 128, Zhangjiabang Road, North China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone, Pudong New District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Shampoos; cakes of toilet soap; bath lotion; laundry preparations; dentifrices; floral water; cosmetics; lip glosses; lipsticks; scented wood.
HALLUCINOGENE

4068852 09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445647]
Laboratoire Garancia
10 avenue du Recteur Poincaré F-75016 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumes, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing products; lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; preservatives for leather (polishes); creams for leather; cosmetic products for the lips and nails; make-up products; deodorants; shampoos; gels, foams and balms, aerosol products for hair care and hair styling; hair sprays; hair dyes and bleaching products; hair waving and setting products; cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic products for skin cleansing and care; perfumery products; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; cosmetic skin-tanning preparations.
Priority claimed from 21/09/2018; Application No. : 4020180132993 ;Republic of Korea
4068877    16/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445391]

LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH CARE LTD.
58, Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aromatics for household purposes; functional cosmetics being skin care preparations; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; non-medicated mouth washes; non-medicated body care preparations; non-medicated pet shampoo; shampoos; toiletry preparations; cleaning preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry preparations; bleaching preparations for laundry use; cosmetics for animals; essential oils; soaps for personal use; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; dentifrices; hair care preparations; beauty masks; cosmetics.
STAR QUALITY

Priority claimed from 15/06/2018; Application No. : 1934221; Australia
4068907 03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445329]
Peachbulk Pty Ltd
PO BOX 7477, St Kilda Rd. MELBOURNE VIC 3004 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Body care products (non-medicated); skin care preparations (cosmetic); sun protection products (cosmetics); products for beauty care; cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations for cleansing the skin; cosmetic skin care products; eye lotions for cosmetic use; eye moisturisers for cosmetic use; facial packs for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated cosmetics.
Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.
No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Essential oils; cosmetics for animals; cleaning preparations; air fragrancing preparations; polishing preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; facial cleansers.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888,  11/02/2019  Class 3

4068930  26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445231]
SUZHOU LINGLAN SANITARY MATERIALS CO., LTD
EAST SIDE OF LIUQIAN ROAD, LIUHE TOWN, TAICANG CITY, SUZHOU CITY, JIANGSU, China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; beauty masks; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019 Class 3

ORIFLAME ONCOLOUR
Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 017938816 ;European Union
4069206 11/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445236]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG
c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated preparations for the application to, conditioning and care of the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters, essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners, skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).
DAVIDOFF RUN WILD

Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 723166 ;Switzerland
4070290  04/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445248]
Zino Davidoff SA
Rue Faucigny 5 CH-1700 Fribourg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; scented waters; scented body sprays; perfumes; liquid perfume, namely eau fraîche; eau de Cologne; toilet water; eau de parfum; toiletries; shower gels; after-shave cologne; deodorant sprays for personal use; deodorant sticks for personal use; antiperspirants.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019  Class 3

4071989   31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445211]
ZHE JIANG ONUO COSMETICS CO., LTD
No.C4, Liuqing Industrial Base Phase II, Beiyuan Industrial Zone, Yiwu City, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; perfumes.
GIORGIO ARMANI COLOR SKETCHER

Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : 17968848 ;European Union
4072045 18/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445979]

GIORGIO ARMANI S.P.A.
Via Borgonuovo, 11 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up products.
Priority claimed from 19/06/2018; Application No. : 603795 ;Portugal
4073023 05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445249]
HIGICOL, S.A.
RUA SANTOS DIAS, N.º 1121 P-4465-255 SÃO MAMEDE DE INFESTA Portugal

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lipsticks; depilatory wax; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; depilatory creams; non-medicated scalp treatment cream; hair creams; body cream; face creams for cosmetic use; body lotion; cosmetic hair lotions; lotions for face and body care; non-medicated scalp treatment lotions; make-up; oils for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; facial preparations; cosmetic preparations for body care; perfumery; nail varnishes; nail care preparations; nail varnish removers.
4067574   31/10/2018
[International Registration No.: 1446036]
Shandong Haike Chemical Group Co., Ltd.
West side of Haochung Road, Dongying City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oil; coke; thinner oil; mazut.
Priority claimed from 22/02/2017; Application No. : 016391534 ;European Union
3648998   16/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1366719]
ITM ISOTOPEN TECHNOLOGIEN MÜNCHEN AG
Lichtenbergstr. 1 85748 Garching Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radiopharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology, namely radiopharmaceuticals containing lutetium for treating and diagnosing tumours; radiopharmaceuticals linked to somatostatin analogues.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
Priority claimed from 16/08/2017; Application No. : 87571590 ;United States of America
3777185    26/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392010]
PHYTO TECH CORP.
30111 Tomas Rancho Santa Margarita CA 92688 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements containing dihydroquercetin.
TOTAL MALODOR MANAGEMENT

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 87726772 ;United States of America
3940109   19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421237]
BELLE-AIRE FRAGRANCES, INC.
1600 Baskin Rd. Mundelein IL 60060 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Odor neutralizing preparations for general use on various surfaces; odor neutralizing preparations for use on as a component of cosmetics and other personal care products, namely, personal deodorants and foot deodorizers and pet care products, namely, pet odor removers, litter boxes and pet shampoo; odor neutralizing preparations for use on, in, and around fabrics, carpets, textiles, basements, kitchens, restrooms, laundry chutes, trash receptacles, boats, automobiles, hotel, hospital, or other commercial areas, on other general surfaces and on pet bedding.
International Registration No. : 1431740

TDELTA LIMITED
30 Upper High Street Thame Oxfordshire OX9 3EZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Caloric substitutes for carbohydrates used to maintain, promote and enhance health, wellness and fitness and to treat medical conditions; substances for the treatment of muscle fatigue, muscle conditions, epilepsy, anxiety, dementia, cancer, cachexia and cell damage and substances for improving cognitive function and raising ketone blood levels in humans or animals, all the aforementioned containing ketone esters or hydroxybutyrates.
GEM-22A

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 87940355 ;United States of America
4053169   28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442404]
Lynch Biologics, LLC
5526 Joseph St. Franklin TN 37064 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Natural biomaterials for augmentation of bone and tissue for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; wound dressings; human allograft tissue.
ADAPTECH

Priority claimed from 04/06/2018; Application No. : 87946745 ;United States of America
4053236    04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442759]

Global Health Solutions LLC
5959 Topanga Canyon Blvd. 170 Woodland Hills CA 91367 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Bandages for dressings; bandages for skin wounds; bandages impregnated with oil based emulsion; surgical bandages.
KEREcis

Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 87943872 ;United States of America
4055461    29/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1421365]

Kerecis Limited
Suite 1400 A 2200 Clarendon Boulevard Arlington VA 22201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

CL.5; Biological tissue, namely, fish tissue used in medical and surgical procedures and applications; biological tissue grafts; skin grafts; biological skin tissue intended for subsequent implantation; biological tissue based skin substitutes used for wounds, burns and for medical, surgical and neurosurgical applications; medical adhesives for binding wounds, internal tissue and biological tissue; wound dressings; medical applicator used to apply biological tissue; medical adhesives for binding wounds, internal tissue and biological tissue, wound dressings and medical applicator used to apply biological tissue sold as a unit.
4063407  30/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1367603]
BY-HEALTH Co., LTD
No. 19, Xinghan Rd., Sanzao Science and Technology, Industrial Park, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Vitamin preparations; dietary fiber; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of tablets, gelatin pearls and aqueous solutions; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; mineral food supplements; nutritional supplements; protein dietary supplements; food for babies.
4068931  16/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445306]
DAIICHI SANKYO COMPANY, LIMITED
3-5-1, Nihonbashi Honcho, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8426 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances.
IR DIVISION

Disposable maternity and newborn care packages comprising babies' diapers, cotton swabs for medical purposes, breast-nursing pads, sanitizing wipes, sanitary towels; tissues impregnated with disinfecting preparations; medicines for human purposes; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; babies' diaper-pants; depuratives; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; babies' napkins [diapers]; preparations for destroying vermin; sanitary towels.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medicines for human purposes; medicines for veterinary purposes; wadding for medical purposes; gases for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; surgical dressings; nutritive substances for microorganisms; suppositories; disinfectants; fly destroying preparations; dental lacquer; vermin destroying preparations.
AOSIDA
澳思达

4073065  07/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445943]
Hebei Changshan Biochemical Pharmaceutical Co., LTD
No. 9, Fuqiang Road, Zhengding County, Shijiazhuang City Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; gelatin for medical purposes; gelatine for medical purposes; raw material medicine; biomedicine; dietetic food adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical purposes; nutritive substances for microorganisms; injectable pharmaceuticals; medicinal preparations for the mouth to be applied in the form of tablets; drugs for medical purposes.
Priority claimed from 20/06/2018; Application No. : 88007170 ;United States of America
4055493   06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442670]
Research Engineering & Manufacturing, Inc.
55 Hammarlund Way, Tech II Middletown RI 02842 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metal threaded fasteners.
SUPREME ATHMOS

Priority claimed from 23/10/2013; Application No. : 1277451 ;Benelux
2704643  05/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190773]
Lagersmit Sealing Solutions B.V.
Nieuwland Parc 306 NL-2952 DD ALBLASSERDAM NL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sealing joints (parts of engines); sealing joints (parts of machines); sealings for propeller shafts (parts of machines);
sealings for propeller shaft sleeves (parts of machines); propeller shaft bearings (parts of machines); all the
aforementioned goods used in the maritime and renewable energy sector.
3065726  25/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1252068]
OSG CORPORATION
3-22 Honnogahara, Toyokawa-shi Aichi 442-0005 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools; cutting tools [machine tools]; taps [machine tools]; high-speed tool steel taps [machine tools]; drill bits [machine tools]; thread milling cutters; turning point tools [machine tools]; milling cutters; reamers [machine tools]; cemented carbide tools; cemented carbide taps [machine tools]; cemented carbide cutting tools [machine tools]; anti-abrasive cemented carbide tools; cemented carbide tips; diamond tools; diamond cutting tools [machine tools]; diamond coated taps [machine tools]; wear-resistant metal-cutting tools; rolling dies [parts of machines].
Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 1313893 ;Benelux
3323673   30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289894]
Lagersmit Sealing Solutions BV
Nieuwland Parc 306 NL-2952 DD Alblasserdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sealing joints [parts of engines]; sealing joints [parts of machines]; mechanical seals [parts of machines]; sealings for propeller shafts [parts of machines]; sealings for propeller shaft sleeves [parts of machines]; propeller shaft bearings [parts of machines]; sealings for pump shafts [parts of machines]; sealings for pump shaft sleeves [parts of machines]; pump shaft bearings [parts of machines]; machines and machine tools for use in the marine, offshore, industrial, oil, gas and energy sector; rotating apparatus [machines]; marine engines; machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; pumps; parts of the aforesaid goods included in this class.
Priority claimed from 22/07/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 106 755 ;Germany
3536060  20/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1333701]
TEREX MHPS GMBH
Forststraße 16 40597 Düsseldorf Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rope hoist.
FUDA BEARING CORPORATION CO., LTD.
Pengqiao Industrial Zone, Henghe Town, Cixi City, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bearings [parts of machines]; ball-bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; self-oiling bearings; axles for machines; crank shafts; shaft couplings [machines]; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; pulleys [parts of machines].
ATRAACE

3633256   20/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363737]
NITTO KOHKI CO., LTD.
9-4, Nakaikegami 2-chome, Ohta-Ku Tokyo 146-8555 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools, and parts and accessories thereof; metalworking machine tools, parts and accessories thereof; broaching machines for metalworking, parts and accessories thereof; drilling machines for metalworking, parts and accessories thereof; perforating machines for metalworking, parts and accessories thereof; boring machines for metalworking, and parts and accessories thereof; tapping machines, parts and accessories thereof; hand-held power-driven tools, and parts and accessories thereof; hand-held pneumatic drills, and parts and accessories thereof; hand-held electric drills, and parts and accessories thereof; cutting tools being parts of machines, and parts and accessories thereof; annular cutters, and parts and accessories thereof; core drills, and parts and accessories thereof; broaching tools, and parts and accessories thereof; drill bits, and parts and accessories thereof.
Priority claimed from 31/01/2017; Application No. : 30201700009848 ;Italy
3807755  18/07/2017

[International Registration No. : 1396456]
TT ITALY S.P.A.
Viale G. Mangiarotti, 15 I-33033 Codroipo (Udine) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.
Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines for processing foodstuffs; machines for making pasta; machines for mixing foodstuffs; compressors for refrigerators; biscuit making machines; mixing machines for use in the food industry; industrial robots and machines for gilding, icing, dispensing salt, sugar, seeds and preparations for pastry; machines for making pastry goods, namely dough sheeters, mixing machines, cutting and moulding machines, refiners, multi-tool robots for processing ingredients of pastry goods; drop machines for biscuits, snacks, cakes, sweet snacks, moulding machines for biscuits, snacks and sweet snacks, rotary machines for biscuits; cutting rollers (parts of machines); roller conveyors; conveyors, namely belt conveyors.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
Anver Corporation
36 Parmenter Road Hudson MA 01749 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vacuum lifters and components thereof.
4067569  04/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446015]
BENSV VALVE STOCK CO., LTD.
No.5 Road, Jiuyuan Industrial Park, Baodi Dist. Tianjin China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Valves [parts of machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; pressure relief valve being parts of machines; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; pressure valves [parts of machines].
Proposed to be Used

Machine tools to process wood, metal, glass and plastic materials; lathes, milling machines, planing machines, saw blades, sanding machines, industrial grinding machines, cutting machines, plastic injection machines, threading machines; working machines, construction machines; bulldozers, excavators, road making machines, drainage machines, rock drilling machines, loaders, road sweeping machines [self propelled], rolling mills, rams, molding machines, rolling mill cylinders, lifting and hoisting machines; elevators for people and material, moving pavements, ramps, lifts, cranes, moving staircases (escalators), belt conveyors, elevators; milking machines, churns, dairy machines, incubators for eggs and brooding machines, engines and motors, segments, transmission chains and shafts, transmission shaft bearings, crank shafts, pressure reducers, pressure regulators, pressure valves, hydraulic and pneumatic controls, pulleys, bobbins, pistons for engines and sleeves, speed governors, driving mechanisms, torque transformers (converters), counter pedals, clutches, cardan joints (universal joints), turbines, other than for land vehicles (for working machines and water and air vehicles, turbines); brake mechanisms and segments, brakes, brake linings and shoes, brake repair sets, other than for vehicles; starters, dynamos, bicycle dynamos, spark plugs, igniting devices, injectors; exhausts, exhaust installations, engine mufflers; belts, v-belts, dynamo belts, conveyor belts for engines and motors; bearings, ball or roller bearings; carburetors, carburetor feeders; fuel economizers for engines, fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines (LPG conversion apparatus); radiators (engine cooling) for vehicles, fans for engines; oil, fuel and air filters for engines and motors; hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders (pistons), cylinder heads other than engine parts, electric engines (other than for land transportation vehicles), rack and pinion jacks for tires, alternators, generators, electrical generators, solar generators, painting machines, spray guns for paint, electrical punching machines and guns, glue guns (electric), pressurized air or liquid spray guns, electric hand drills, chainsaws, decoupling machines, industrial robots, shearing machines for animals, compressed air machines, compressors; welding machines; electric welding machines, point welding machines, printing machines and apparatus; mine working machines for crumbling and breaking; packaging machines, filling-tapping and covering machines, labelers, separators; machines for manufacturing of leather and fabric goods; sewing machines, embroidery machines, edging machines, button looping and sewing machines, cutting machines; textile machines; weaving machines, threshing machines, reed machines, thread bending machines (ring machines), weaving looms; electric pumps, engines or motors; pressure tanks, water pumps (electric pumps, motor pumps), diver pumps, pumps for heating installations; pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors) (liquid and gas pumps), casting machines and their parts, catalytic converters; vehicle washing installations, automatic kneading machines, dough shaping machines, drying machines for setting dough aside, dough cutting machines; metal annealing machines, machines for separating foreign bodies, sieving machines, electro magnetizing (separator) machines, vibro silo machines (for discharging materials); milling machines, grain processors, grain breaking machines, wheat brushing machines, peeling and separating machines; electric closing mechanisms for vehicle windows.
4068896   26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445532]
QINGDAO RICHMAT INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY INC
NO.78, KONGQUEHE FOUR ROAD, QINGDAO GARMENT INDUSTRIAL PARK, JIMO CITY, QINGDAO CITY 266200
SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Starters for motors and engines; generators of electricity; emergency generators; aeroplane engines; driving motors other than for land vehicles; fans for motors and engines; engines for boats; marine motors; motor and engine coolers.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019

No. 2, Jin Yuan Rd., Binhai Xincheng, Haiyou Town, Sanmen County, Taizhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

4069209  26/06/2018
[International Registration No.: 1445275]

Zhejiang Ailipu Technology Co., Ltd

No. 2, Jin Yuan Rd., Binhai Xincheng, Haiyou Town, Sanmen County, Taizhou Zhejiang China

Water pumps for aquaria; compressors for refrigerators; pumps [machines]; diaphragm type metering pump; gas separating machines; centrifugal pumps; hydraulic pressure pump; soldering apparatus, gas-operated.
Zumex Group, S.A.
Poligono Industrial Moncada III, C/ Moli, 2 E-46113 Moncada (Valencia) Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Machines and apparatus for processing and preparing food and beverages; fruit-processing machines; vegetable-processing machines; machines for making beverages; electric food processors; electromechanical beverage preparation machines; electromechanical food preparation machines; electric juice extractors; electric nectar extractors; machines for making nectar; machines for making orange juice [electric]; machines for making soft drinks; machines for making carbonated beverages [electric]; juice extractor machines; orange juice extractor machines [electric]; electric fruit and vegetable juicers; electric juicers; electric kitchen tools; electric machines for preparing foodstuffs other than for cooking; electrically operated kitchen machines used for chopping, mixing and pressing; electric food slicers; mills and grinding machines; blenders (for kitchens); electric blenders; grating machines for household use; peelers [electric machines]; mixing machines; machines for mixing food; automatic cutting machines; pressing machines; filter presses; presses, in particular for preparing beverages; electric fruit and vegetable juicers for household purposes, in particular fruit- and vegetable-juicer types; machines for preparing beverages (industrial); industrial presses; machines for preparing beverages (industrial), in particular for preparing nectars; processing machines for use in the food industry; industrial machines for food preparation; electric food grinders for industrial use; food processors; bottling machines; bottle capping machines; bottle stoppering machines; bottle filling machines; electromechanical machines for preparing food or beverages; dispensing machines; automatic vending machines; vending machines; automated refrigerated vending machines; vending machines (coin-operated); industrial robots; robotic mechanisms for use in processing fruit; machine tools; mixers [machines]; mixers [electrically operated machines] for industrial use; electric beaters; machine motors; tools (parts of machines); blades [parts of machines]; feeders for machines; filters which are part of machines; press tools [machine parts]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; cutting tools being part of machines; parts, fittings and accessories for juicers, blenders, grinders, machines for making nectar, nectar extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, machines for processing beverages, presses for preparing beverage, fruit- and vegetable-processing machines and apparatus, dispensing machines.
4070284  23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445383]
LIAONING LIAOAN MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
NO. 99 LIAOAN ROAD, LIAOYANG COUNTY LIAONING China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bulldozers; excavators; hoists; road rollers; metalworking machines; blades [parts of machines]; guards [parts of machines].
4070315  31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445194]
NINGBO HANPU TOOLS CO.,LTD
Middle Street Village, Hengxi Town, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric hand drills; electric hammers; screwdrivers, electric; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; knives [parts of machines]; metalworking machines.
International Registration No.: 1445168

NINGBO HANPU TOOLS CO., LTD
Middle Street Village, Hengxi Town, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Agricultural implements other than hand-operated; metalworking machines; electric hammers; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; screwdrivers, electric; electric hand drills.
Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 87942737 ;United States of America
4073020      28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445772]
Setco Sales Company
5880 Hillside Avenue Cincinnati OH 45233 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Metal working machine; spindles being parts of metal working machines; fluid union apparatuses being parts of metal working machines, namely, apparatuses for transmitting fluids from a stationary source into a rotating machine or machine tool component.
Aqua Jet Razor

4060060  04/12/2018  
[International Registration No. : 1443684]

Valcov Victor
str. Lapu¿ni¿a nr. 66 MD-6400 Nisporeni Republic of Moldova

Ciortan Constantin
str. Luceafarul nr. 8 MD-6400 Nisporeni Republic of Moldova

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; cutlery; side arms, except firearms; razors.
FRIED, LIMOR
150 Varick Street 3rd Floor New York NY 10013 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Open-source wearable electronic circuit boards; computer hardware subassemblies for assembling custom electrical and electronic devices; wireless transmitters and receivers; LED circuit boards; personal electronic devices, namely, open-source wearable computer hardware and circuit boards for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, data, images and audio files.
Priority claimed from 08/08/2016; Application No. : 2016-085361 ;Japan
3507795  01/09/2016  
[International Registration No. : 1328401]

MAXELL HOLDINGS, LTD.
1, Koizumi, Oyamazaki, Oyamazaki-cho, Otokuni-gun 618-0000 Kyoto JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Video projectors and their parts.
FALCON

Priority claimed from 31/05/2016; Application No. : 105031258 ;Taiwan, Province of China
3512943    12/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328615]
HONEYWELL SAFETY PRODUCTS USA, INC.
900 Douglas Pike Smithfield RI 02917 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Personal protection equipment, namely, lifelines.
uDiscover

Priority claimed from 20/04/2016; Application No. : 1765970 ;Australia
3517073  18/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329775]
Digital Alchemy Consulting Pty Ltd
Level 5, 131 York Street AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software being a data mining and data search engine for data analysis of namely for identification of customer purchase patterns and behaviour, customer preferences or for optimisation of services offerings.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019 Class 9

uDecide

Priority claimed from 20/04/2016; Application No. : 1765971; Australia
3518799 18/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329776]
Digital Alchemy Consulting Pty Ltd
Level 5, 131 York Street AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer software being a data mining and data search engine for data analysis of namely for identification of customer purchase patterns and behaviour, customer preferences or for optimisation of services offerings.
Sunny Tripower Core

Priority claimed from 31/08/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 106 881 ;Germany
3536375  18/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1337314]

SMA SOLAR TECHNOLOGY AG
Sonnenallee 1 34266 Niestetal Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Apparatus for conducting, switching, transforming, storing, regulating and controlling electricity; devices and instruments for measuring and analysing electricity; software; electric display panels; data processing apparatus.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
MYITCH

Priority claimed from 22/06/2016; Application No. : 87080682 ;United States of America
3537828  22/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1335435]
MENLO THERAPEUTICS INC.
200 Cardinal Way, 2nd Floor Redwood City CA 94063 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile application to track itch by tracking movement and lack of sleep.
IANCHOR

3540680  06/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1341124]
ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG
Löwentaler Straße 20 88046 Friedrichshafen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware and - software for position control of marine vessel.
K70

Priority claimed from 09/11/2016; Application No. : 87232015 ;United States of America
3564158  26/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345821]
CORSAIR MEMORY, INC.
47100 Bayside Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer keyboards.
CRYSTAL SERIES

Priority claimed from 19/09/2016; Application No. : 87175849 ;United States of America
3564480 10/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1346624]
CORSAIR MEMORY, INC.
47100 Bayside Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer chassis.
Priority claimed from 09/08/2016; Application No. : 2016-086048 ; Japan
3566568 08/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1348029]
HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
No. 5-23, Osaki 5-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-8587 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric connectors; connectors for distribution or controlling electric current; electric power distribution or control machines and apparatus; wire connectors (electricity); terminals (electricity); parts of electric connectors.

MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
Sound Reality

Priority claimed from 28/04/2016; Application No. : 2016-048341 ;Japan
3567093  25/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347967]
AUDIO-TECHNICA CORPORATION
2-46-1, Nishi-naruse, Machida-shi Tokyo 194-8666 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Headphones; loudspeakers; microphones; needles for record players; telecommunication machines and apparatus; handsfree kits for mobile phones; microphones for mobile phones; speakers for mobile phones; mobile phone straps; headsets; headphone cables; earphones; earphone cables; record players; record stabilizers for use with record player turntables; phono equalizers; pick-up arms for record players; record player turntables; tone arms for record players; phono cartridges for record players; headshells for phono cartridges; audio and video receivers; amplifiers, namely audio amplifiers, sound amplifiers, stereo amplifiers, headphone amplifiers; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; electroacoustic transducers

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
STOPITCH

Priority claimed from 22/06/2016; Application No. : 87080737 ;United States of America
3569724    22/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1348670]

MENLO THERAPEUTICS INC.
200 Cardinal Way, 2nd Floor Redwood City CA 94063 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Mobile application to track itching by tracking movement and lack of sleep.
MENLO THERAPEUTICS INC.
200 Cardinal Way, 2nd Floor Redwood City CA 94063 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile application to track itch by tracking movement and lack of sleep.
Dynamic crystal Color

Priority claimed from 09/01/2017; Application No. : 016237745 ;European Union
3621507 07/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361553]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television sets; television receivers; electronic display panels; monitors.
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
MOLD DOCTOR

3630682  03/06/2017
[International Registration No.: 1363310]
GAMMAFLUX CONTROLS, INC.
123 Main Street Bristol CT 06010 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software for data collecting, diagnosis, testing, analyzing, and evaluating of machinery.
ARAS

Priority claimed from 14/02/2017; Application No. : 016358129 ;European Union
3633254   27/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363784]
CONTINENTAL TEVES AG & CO. OHG
Guerickestr. 7 60488 Frankfurt DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitoring control apparatus [electric]; processors and sensors for steering and controlling vehicles, for improving driving safety, driving stability and suspension and noise comfort; sensors used for controlling the drive and operation of safety devices and equipment for motor vehicles; diagnostic apparatus for testing sensors used for controlling, actuating and operating vehicle safety devices and equipment; warning lamps for vehicles; electric regulating and control apparatus, including processors and sensors therefor, for regulating and controlling brakes, gears, chassis and exhaust gases; electric and electronic measuring, checking (supervision) and regulating apparatus for fitting in motor vehicles, in particular for monitoring and checking (supervision) of speed, tyre pressure and vehicle distance; computer programs and software (recorded); lasers; ultrasonic sensors; ultrasonic flow meters; radar apparatus; radar systems; digital cameras; dashboard cameras; closed circuit television cameras; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; apparatus for identifying traffic signs; optical measurement apparatus.
3643780  02/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1365704]

MEDIAPRODUCCION, S.L.U
Avda. Diagonal 177-183, 15ª planta, "Edificio Imagina" E-08018 BARCELONA Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Software; data communication hardware; computers and computer hardware; hardware for computers; disk drives for computers; computer hardware for use in computer-assisted software engineering; network access server hardware; downloadable computer applications.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
APOLLO

Priority claimed from 20/03/2017; Application No. : 87378038 ;United States of America
3662877    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1371005]
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC.
168 Third Avenue Waltham MA 02451 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific instrument, namely, a hand held analyzer using spectroscopy to measure the elemental composition of metal.
Ac2ated Sound

Priority claimed from 01/06/2017; Application No. : 016789547 ;European Union
3672271  18/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372509]
CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE GMBH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; software to control and improve audio equipment sound quality; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; sound projectors; audio electronic apparatus; digital sound processors; electrical amplifiers for sound signals; security apparatus for processing audio signals.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
Priority claimed from 28/04/2017; Application No.: 2017-060986; Japan
3727993 12/10/2017
[International Registration No.: 1383286]
HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
No. 5-23, Osaki 5-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-8587 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric connectors; connectors for distribution or controlling electric current; electric power distribution or control machines and apparatus; wire connectors (electricity); terminals (electricity); parts of electric connectors.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
PIXEL CONTRAST BOOSTER
Priority claimed from 19/09/2017; Application No.: 2017-125050; Japan
3838409  01/03/2018
[International Registration No.: 1401880]
SONY CORPORATION
1-7-1, Konan, Minato-ku 108-0075 Tokyo Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television receivers.
SONY CORPORATION
1-7-1, Konan, Minato-ku 108-0075 Tokyo Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television receivers.
MOTOROLA TRADEMARK HOLDINGS, LLC
222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza Suite 1800 Chicago Ill 60654 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smartphones, mobile phones and accessories therefor, namely, battery chargers and adapters.
4049537   04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442127]
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 88018525 ;United States of America
4049740   06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442442]
Acacia Communications, Inc.
3 Mill and Main Place, Suite 400 Maynard MA 01754 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Communication hardware for data transmission; transceivers.
LDRA Zero Defect Software Development

4052089 04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442123]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
LDRA Extreme Testing

4052203  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442137]
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
4053176  07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442650]
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
OPENFEC

Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 88018499 ;United States of America
4053540  06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442192]
Acacia Communications, Inc.
3 Mill and Main Place, Suite 400 Maynard MA 01754 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Communication hardware for data transmission; transceivers.
LDRA tool suite

4055713  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442159]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBtarget

4057804  05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443662]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBevolve

4058258  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443677]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TIMEWARP

Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No. : 87952980 ;United States of America
4058854    04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444510]
GoPro, Inc.
3000 Clearview Way San Mateo CA 94402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Downloadable computer software for video creation, production and editing; downloadable software tools for image editing and video editing; downloadable computer software that enables users to create, produce, edit and share videos using digital images, photos, text, graphics, music, audio, video clips, and multimedia content; downloadable computer software for creating, viewing, sorting, organizing, manipulating, managing, rendering, indexing, storing, transferring, uploading, downloading and sharing videos containing digital images, photos, text, graphics, music, audio, video clips, and multimedia content with others via computer networks, mobile telephones, and other communications.
TBeXtreme

4058892  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443687]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBaudit

4058931  05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443679]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019 Class 9

**LDRA Testbed**

4059048 04/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1443771]

Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside, Monks Ferry Wirral CH415LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

**Proposed to be Used**
**IR DIVISION**

Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBreq

4060066  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443674]
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd
Portside Monks Ferry Monk Ferry Wirral CH415LH United Kingdom
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBvision

4060077   05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443690]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd., Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBrun

4060084  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442122]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBmisra

4060116  04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442169]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
TBsecure

4060156  05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442175]
Liverpool Data Research Associates Ltd.
Portside Monks Ferry Wirral CH41 5LH United Kingdom
LDRA Technology, Inc.
2540 King Arthur Blvd, Suite 228 Lewisville TX 75056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for software design, development and testing and related computer-aided software testing tools.
HYPERSMooth

Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No.: 87952982; United States of America

4063403 04/12/2018

[International Registration No.: 1444723]

GoPro, Inc.
3000 Clearview Way San Mateo CA 94402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Downloadable computer software for video creation, production and editing; downloadable software tools for image editing and video editing; downloadable computer software that enables users to create, produce, edit and share videos using digital images, photos, text, graphics, music, audio, video clips, and multimedia content; downloadable computer software for creating, viewing, sorting, organizing, manipulating, managing, rendering, indexing, storing, transferring, uploading, downloading and sharing videos containing digital images, photos, text, graphics, music, audio, video clips, and multimedia content with others via computer networks, mobile telephones, and other communications.
Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 75147 ;Jamaica 4064750  30/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1444581]

Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Telecommunications computer software for wearable devices.
KLA

Priority claimed from 17/07/2018; Application No. : 88041391 ;United States of America
4066333     28/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1444695]
KLA-Tencor Corporation
One Technology Drive Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computer hardware and software for testing, inspecting, characterizing, and predicting physical and electrical properties of semiconductors, integrated circuits, microelectronics, wafers, and lithographic masks; instruments for testing, inspecting, and characterizing physical properties of semiconductors and integrated circuits; computer software for use in process control and yield management for the semiconductor, integrated circuit and related microelectronics manufacturing industries; computer software for providing analytic data on the performance of inspection and metrology tools; computer hardware and software used for monitoring, controlling, and improving semiconductor and integrated circuit manufacturing processes; computer hardware and software used for event prediction in the manufacturing of semiconductors and integrated circuits; reconditioned computer hardware tools, namely, inspection, metrology and testing hardware that are used in field of semiconductors, thin film heads and related industries that use the same manufacturing technology; semiconductor and wafer defect inspection systems comprised of computer software, final test data and electrical data algorithms, and inline defect and metrology computer hardware equipment; computer software for use in detecting defective semiconductor electronic components.
Shenzhen Jimi Electronic Co., Ltd.
Room 05, Floor 4th, Building B, Gaoxinqi Industrial Park, District 67, Xin'an Street, Bao'an, Shenzhen Guangdong China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; cell phones; wearable activity trackers; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; camcorders; theft prevention installations, electric; audiovisual teaching apparatus; electric and electronic video monitoring equipment; anti-theft warning apparatus.
4067639   31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446249]

SHENZHEN DAK Technology Co., Ltd
3rd & 4th floor, Building D, Demei Industrial Center, Yousong Donghuan 2nd Road South, Longhua Street, Longhua Area, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer peripheral devices; holograms; mobile phone cases; stands adapted for mobile phones; earphones; connections for electric lines; 3D spectacles; wireless chargers; USB chargers; batteries, electric.
4067642  31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446087]
SHENZHEN SINOVO ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
3&5/F, B Building, Fanshen Gushu Industrial Zone, Hangcheng Avenue, Xixiang Sub-district, Bao'an District, Shenzhen City
Guangdong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; integrated circuits; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer peripheral devices; control panels [electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; electric apparatus for commutation.
Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 88180059 ;United States of America
4068888    14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445651]
VANTIQ, Inc
1990 North California Boulevard, 400 Walnut Creek, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer software for use in electronic monitoring and reporting of physical properties, namely, of an industrial asset using computers and sensors; computer software for use in data mining; computer software for use in electric sensor reading and data analysis; computer software for use in electronic sensor reading and data analysis; computer software for use in design and development of integrated data collection and wireless transmission hardware systems for equipment and for software applications associated with that equipment at industrial assets; computer software for use in data automation and collection services using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; downloadable computer software for use in connection with monitoring and reporting of physical properties of an industrial asset using computers and sensors, data mining, electric sensor reading and data analysis, electronic sensor reading and data analysis, integrated data collection and wireless transmission hardware systems for equipment and for software applications associated with that equipment at industrial assets, and data automation and collection services using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; downloadable computer software for use in repair or maintenance of industrial assets; computer software for use in configuration and customization of computer databases featuring technical information for use in repair or maintenance of industrial assets; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in industrial analytics, namely, for use in predictive analytics, data science, data mining, data collection, data analysis, data visualization, computer modeling, predictive modeling, and machine learning related to industrial assets or operations; downloadable computer software for use in monitoring of computer systems for security purposes using computers or sensors.
4068905    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445259]
TRINA SOLAR CO., LTD
NO. 2 TRINA ROAD, TRINA PV PARK, XINBEI, CHANGZHOU 213031 JIANGSU China
**Proposed to be Used**
**IR DIVISION**
Batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries; accumulator jars; transformers [electricity]; solar panels for the production of electricity; photovoltaic cells; solar batteries; accumulators, electric; accumulator boxes.
CELINE

4068910  27/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445451]
CELINE
16 rue Vivienne F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound or images, virtual reality helmet, magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; holders, bags, satchels, cases, covers and hard cases for photographic cameras, video cameras, tablets, computers, laptops, mobile telephones, smartphones; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; electronic book reader; data processing equipment, computers and computer equipment; mouse pads; headphones; loudspeakers; digital photograph frame; software; USB flash drives; electronic agendas; electronic game software; recorded computer programs; computer and mobile telephone programs [downloadable software] and electronic publications that can be downloaded online or from the Internet; telephones; mobile telephones; accessories for mobile telephones; smartphones; computers; portable computers; tablets; PDA; MP3 players; batteries; protective film for computers and mobile telephones; chargers; wrist straps or neck straps for mobile telephones; earphones; optical goods, spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames; spectacle lenses, contact lenses; cases for spectacles or for contact lenses; binoculars.
4069194  12/07/2018
[International Registration No.: 1445301]
FOSHAN ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING CO., LTD
No. 64, North Fenjiang Road, Chancheng District, Foshan Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Switchboxes [electricity]; switches, electric; photoelectric switches [electricity]; connections, electric; time switches, automatic; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; control panels [electricity]; electricity switchboard, high/low voltage; regulating apparatus, electric; counters; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; ticket dispensers; computerized refuelling machine; voting machines; punched card machines for offices; signal lanterns; detectors; taximeters for vehicles; audiovisual teaching apparatus; galvanometers; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; life-saving apparatus and equipment.
Craftek

4069208   31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445242]
Jinhua Craftek Instrument Co., Ltd.
1 Building, No. 500 Xianhua North Street, Jinhua 321017 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thermostats; material testing instruments and machine; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; furniture especially made for laboratories; microtomes; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; laboratory centrifuges; physicochemical testing and composition analysis instruments and gauges.
ZHEJIANG XIKAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Qiancheng Village, North Baixiang Town, Yueqing City, Wenzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Switches, electric; circuit breakers; distribution boxes [electricity]; transformers [electricity]; lightning rods; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; ammeters; voltmeters; fuses; connections for electric lines.
SIRI SHORTCUTS

Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 75116 ;Jamaica
4070313    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445844]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software enabling users to create, save, and launch sequences of commands and logic within and between other computer software applications and computer software functionality; computer software for personal information management.
Matrix Financial Technologies, Inc.
Suite 200, 17780 Fitch Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Financial and investment software; non-downloadable software to provide educational services, training services and tools provided via simulators relating to investing; non-downloadable software that provides information about market data including past performance of particular investments and markets, helps plan investment strategies and investment decision-making.
Priority claimed from 03/10/2018; Application No. : 88142130 ;United States of America
4071426    28/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445505]
KLA-Tencor Corporation
OneTechnology Drive Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computer hardware and software for testing, inspecting, characterizing, and predicting physical and electrical properties of semiconductors, integrated circuits, microelectronics, wafers, and lithographic masks; instruments for testing, inspecting, and characterizing physical properties of semiconductors and integrated circuits; computer software for use in process control and yield management for the semiconductor, integrated circuit and related microelectronics manufacturing industries; computer software for providing analytic data on the performance of inspection and metrology tools; computer hardware and software used for monitoring, controlling, and improving semiconductor and integrated circuit manufacturing processes; computer hardware and software used for event prediction in the manufacturing of semiconductors and integrated circuits; reconditioned computer hardware tools, namely, inspection, metrology and testing hardware that are used in field of semiconductors, thin film heads and related industries that use the same manufacturing technology; semiconductor and wafer defect inspection systems comprised of computer software, final test data and electrical data algorithms, and inline defect and metrology computer hardware equipment; computer software for use in detecting defective semiconductor electronic components.
Fanvil Technology Co., LTD.
Room 01-03, 4/F, Plant No. 1, Daqian Industrial Plant Zone, Area 67, Xin’an Subdistrict, Bao’an District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Speaking tubes; intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus; video telephones; cordless telephones; walkie-talkies; hands-free kits for telephones; covers for telephones; programme-controlled telephone exchange equipment; network communication equipment.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888 ,  11/02/2019         Class 9

PI SUPPLY

4072006  01/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445096]
RAAMaudio UK Limited
Unit 4 Bells Yew Green Business Court, Bells Yew Green East Sussex TN3 9BJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing equipment; computers; computer software; computer hardware; keyboards; mice; cables, electric; speakers; Ethernet controllers; circulators in the nature of electronic components; network boards; memory boards; electrical circuit boards; computer circuit boards; electrical switch boards; computer interface boards; add-on circuit boards; computer add-on boards; printed wiring boards; integrated circuit boards; integrated circuit chips; integrated circuit modules; electronic circuit cards; electrical circuit breakers; integrated circuit memories; printed electric circuits; computer network switches; high frequency switches; electric current switches; power adapters; Ethernet adapters; electric convertors; electric rectifiers; electric plugs; electrical sockets; electrical inductors; electric leads; electrical meters; electrical conduits; electric switching apparatus; switch panels [electric]; data storage devices; memory storage devices; computer network adapters; test adapters for testing printed circuit boards; high-frequency switching power supplies; wireless computer peripherals; microcontrollers.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Data processing apparatus; disk drives for computers; quantity indicators; electron scorer; apparatus to check franking; money counting and sorting machines; fingerprint scanners; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; Electronic Random Number Indicator Equipment [ERNIE]; plotters; attendance recorders; weighing apparatus and instruments; automatic measuring instruments; measures, gauges; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; fluorescent lamp ballast for electric lights; switchboards; network communication device; tape recorders; electronic audible devices with books; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; teaching projection lamp; surveying apparatus and instruments; air analysis apparatus; laser direction instrument; voltage regulators for vehicles; instruments and controls for internal combustion engines; material testing instruments and machines; water meter; audiovisual teaching apparatus; instrument and measuring apparatus for physico-chemical experiment and composition analysis; measuring devices, electric; watt hour meters; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; atomic ray instrument; optical apparatus and instruments; cables electric; semi-conductors; electrical resistance material; printed circuits; electronic chips; conductors electric; magnetic materials and appliances included in this class; terminals [electricity]; electric couplings; low voltage power sources; fluorescent screens; remote control apparatus; remote controller for household use; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; automatic device for power station; lightning conductors; electrolyzers; electrolytic tank; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; protective goggles; alarms; fire alarms; correcting lenses [optics]; accumulators, electric; mobile power supply (rechargeable batteries); animated cartoons; egg-candlers; portable remote control car arrester.
3566988  22/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348284]

PABLO BOTO MARTINEZ
C/Jimena Fernandez de la Vega, edifi. Asturias N°10 puerta 1H, parque científico y Tecnológico E-33203 GIJON Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Laser instruments for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments.
VERSANA ESSENTIAL

Priority claimed from 17/04/2017; Application No. : 87413285 ;United States of America
3584449  27/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1352873]

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1 River Road Schenectady NY 12345 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical ultrasound apparatus.
Because Everyone is Unique

Priority claimed from 28/07/2018; Application No. : 722567 ;Switzerland
4029075  17/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1439200]
CAScination AG
Steigerhubelstrasse 3 CH-3008 Bern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgery; surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical robot.
SOLIX

Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 87959029 ;United States of America
4053006  07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442384]
Optovue, Inc.
2800 Bayview Drive Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Imaging apparatus for use in the optometry and ophthalmology medical field for image generation, analysis, measurement, and visualization to aid in ocular disease diagnosis.
Previso Genetics, Inc.
1599 Industrial Road San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, a controller that regulates the amount of fluid that goes through a catheter for use in uterine lavage and the recovery of fluids and developed blastocysts; medical and surgical catheters.
NOVOKID

4071977  14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445217]
NOVOMIC LTD.
2 Ben Gurion Rd. St. Ramat Gan Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Vaporizers for vaporization of various compounds to eliminate head lice and eggs and to maintain hair and scalp hygiene.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888 , 11/02/2019          Class 11

3577876    16/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1350772]

ZHIRU BUILDING CERAMICS CO., LTD. CHAOAN CHAOZHOU
Xiecuofen, Fuzhong Village, Guxiang, Chaoan, Chaozhou 521000 Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
Aswal Associates 59 Harmony Apartments, Pocket-1, Sector-4, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bath tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; bath fittings; bath installations; toilets, portables; toilet bowls; toilets; toilet seats; sinks; urinals [sanitary fixtures].
rex-royal

Priority claimed from 23/05/2017; Application No. : 016760324 ;European Union 3664218 22/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1370775]
REX-ROYAL AG
Industriestrasse 34 CH-8108 Dällikon Switzerland
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Coffee machines; electric coffee machines; fully automatic coffee machines; electric fully automatic coffee machines;
machines for dispensing warm beverages; machines for gastronomy for dispensing warm beverages; machines for
gastronomy for dispensing coffee, cacao drinks, hot chocolate, tea, warm dairy drinks and warm mixed drinks; cup
warmers; electric cup warmers; refrigerators; parts, spare parts and implements for the aforementioned goods (as far as
includes in this class).
IR DIVISION
Taps [faucets]; faucets for pipes; mixer taps for water pipes; fountains; pressure water tanks; water-pipes for sanitary installations; water distribution installations; water intake apparatus; water conduits installations; bath tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; bidets; toilet seats; bath installations; water flushing installations; hydromassage bath apparatus; water closets; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; urinals [sanitary fixtures].

TRANSLITERATION OF NON ENGLISH CHARACTER = FAENZA FA EN SHA.
AURES

Priority claimed from 16/07/2015; Application No.: 302015000034946; Italy
3844726  20/03/2018
[International Registration No.: 1286473]
ARISTON THERMO S.P.A.
Viale Aristide Merloni, 45 I-60044 FABRIANO (AN) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS, TOWER 1, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK EP, PLOT NO. 11 & 12, SALT LAKE, SECTOR V, KOLKATA 700 091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Heating apparatus; air conditioning apparatus; heating boilers; water heaters; central heating boilers; gas central heating boilers; heating installations; central heating installations; heating elements for water heaters; heaters for baths.
ENFITNIX

4068906  30/09/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445547]

DONGGUAN ENFITNIX TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

ROOM 453, SHENGCHANLI BUILDING, SONGSHANHU, HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE, DONGGUAN CITY 250101 523000, GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Street lamps; kettles, electric; lamps; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; diving lights; electric torches; bicycle lights; ceiling lights; searchlights; stage lamps and lanterns.
BASIC CO., LTD.
5-35-13, Oe, Otsu-shi Shiga 520-2141 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Water filtering apparatus.
4067597  31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446029]

Guangzhou shi xuting qiche yongpin CO., LTD.

Rm. A708, No.35 Dagang West Street, Baiyunhu Street, Baiyun District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Upholstery for vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; luggage nets for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle running boards; covers for vehicle steering wheels; luggage carriers for vehicles; ashtrays for automobiles; spare wheel covers; vehicle covers [shaped].
A & S
Assist & Slipper

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 2018-073337 ;Japan
4068867  20/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445589]
Kabushiki Kaisha F.C.C.
7000-36, Nakagawa, Hosoe-cho, Kita-ku, Hamamatsu-shi Shizuoka-ken 431-1394 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Automobiles and structural parts therefor; two-wheeled motor vehicles and structural parts therefor; bicycles and structural parts therefor; engines for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; drive shafts for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; spindles for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; shaft couplings for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles; clutch mechanisms for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; shock absorbing springs for land vehicles; braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof.
SHANDONG FENGYUAN TIRE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
YICHENG ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF ZAOZHUANG 277300 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Remote control vehicles, other than toys; pneumatic tires; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels; automobile tires; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; amphibious airplanes; seaplanes; hydroplanes; yachts; air cushion vehicles.
4069192  23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445172]
SHANGHAI PHOENIX ENTERPRISE (GROUP) CO., LTD.
NO.06, BLDG. 158, KAILE AVENUE, JINSHAN INDUSTRY ZONE, 200035 SHANGHAI China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles; tricycles; mopeds; carrier tricycles; motorcycles; mini-sized motor vehicles.
D. THRONE

4070330  19/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445843]
D. Throne Co.,Ltd.
8-209, 150-1, Sinheung-ro, Wonmi-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 14574 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric vehicles; battery powered electric vehicles; small wagons for children.
Priority claimed from 09/10/2018; Application No. : 017966627 ;European Union
4052184  28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1441761]
MBDA UK Limited
Six Hills Way Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2DA United Kingdom
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Missiles and corresponding weapon systems.
Priority claimed from 18/10/2016; Application No. : 4308291 ;France
3564199  31/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345714]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL S.A.
12 Place Vendôme F-75001 Paris France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; jewelry; precious stones; diamonds; timepieces and chronometric instruments.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
VERTIGE COEUR

4067661  29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445546]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys, precious stones, jewellery, necklaces (jewellery), long necklaces (jewellery), chokers (necklaces), bracelets (jewellery), rings (jewellery), earrings (jewellery), pendants (jewellery), brooches (jewellery), badges (jewellery), cuff links (jewellery), medals (jewellery), medallions (jewellery), charms (jewellery), tie clips, tie pins, chains (jewellery), boxes of precious metals, jewellery caskets, boxes for watches not of precious metal, jewellery pouches not of precious metal, watch pouches not of precious metal, horological and chronometric instruments, watches and structural parts thereof, chronographs (watches), chronometers, wristwatches, clocks, pendulums (clocks), small clocks, watch bands, clasps for watches, dials for watches, watch cases, watch chains, movements for clocks and watches, cases for clock and watchmaking, cases for jewellery (presentation), cases for watches (presentation), novelty key rings, jewellery for the head.
Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 4450171 ;France

4068844  20/09/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445464]

BOUCHERON HOLDING
26 Place Vendôme F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Jewelry and precious stones; products made of precious metals or coated therewith, namely rings, bracelets, necklaces (jewelry), earrings, brooches (jewelry), pendants (jewelry), medals; cuff links, tie pins; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; jewelry boxes; cases for watches; jewelry cases (caskets) of precious metal; presentation cases for timepieces; jewelry cases (caskets) of precious metals; presentation cases for timepieces; presentation cases for jewelry; jewelry cases [caskets]; statues and statuettes of precious metal.
4067611  31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446115]

JiangSu JinLian Paperindustrial Co., Ltd
89 East Jianshe Road, Jinhu County, Huaian City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toilet paper.
MINI AIR

4067658  31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446024]

XIAMEN AMERICAN NEW MATERIAL INC.

Room 106, Factory 1/F, No. 24, Huli Industrial Zone, Xiamen City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.16; Paper; plastic film for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; modelling materials; carbon paper; towels of paper; cardboard tubes; prospectuses; Indian inks; corrugated raw board.
Priority claimed from 22/09/2016; Application No. : 015854789 ;European Union
3489911   27/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326302]
MOLECOR TECNOLOGÍA, S.L.
C/ Cañada de los Molinos, 2 E-28906 Getafe (Madrid) Spain
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flexible tubes, not of metal; pipe connections and muffs not of metal; rubber; guttapercha; gum; asbestos; mica.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
3631716    09/06/2017
[International Registration No.: 1363955]
HUAFON GROUP CO., LTD
No. 1688, Kaifaqu Road, Ruian Economic Development Zone Zhejiang CN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT
336-B,jhaj randhir singh Nagar,Ludhiana

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rubber, raw or semi-worked; leaks (chemical compositions for repairing -); resins (artificial -) [semi-finished products]; resins (synthetic -) [semi-finished products]; acetate (cellulose -), semi-processed; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic film other than for wrapping; carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use; flexible tubes, not of metal; heat (non-conducting materials for retaining -); soundproofing materials; insulating materials; padding materials of rubber or plastics.
4067554  05/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446057]
QINGDAO HAIXISHENGZE MACHINERY CO., LTD.
The west of daxiangjia village, Yanghe industrial park, Jiaozhou city, Qingdao city Shandong province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic pipe; plastic plates for manufacture; plastic rod; articles plastic for manufacture; plastic hoses for plumbing use; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; flexible hoses, not of metal; hoses of textile material; insulation materials; padding materials of rubber or plastics.
GUANGDONG MIN XING TRADE CO., LTD.
88, KOWLOON ROAD, NINE VILLAGE, LIXIN STREET, DONGCHENG STREET, DONGGUAN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Animal skin; pocket wallet; handbag; trunks (luggage); umbrella.
HERMES ULTRAPLA

Priority claimed from 20/06/2018; Application No. : 4463067 ;France
4070219    26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445307]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags, rucksacks, traveling bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (notecases), key cases (leatherware),
traveling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toilet products (empty), pouches (evening handbags), leather pouches.
HERMES WEBDO

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 4464174 ;France  
4071427  29/11/2018  
[International Registration No. : 1445229]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL  
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Handbags, rucksacks, traveling bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (notecases), key cases (leatherware), traveling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toilet products (empty), pouches (evening handbags), leather pouches.
DANPAL

4067576  08/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446007]
DAN PAL
Mobile Post Upper Galilee 12245 Dan Israel
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building materials (non-metallic); structural panels (not of metal) for construction use; non-metallic structural walls,
roofing, flooring, partitioning and ceiling panels for construction use; non-metallic transportable buildings; parts and
fittings for the aforementioned goods.
SHENYANG SINOCERAMICS TRADING CO., LTD
Liaoning Faku Economic Development Zone, Faku County, Shenyang City Liaoning Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Wood; clay (raw materials); bricks; ceramic tiles; tiles, not of metal, for building; floor tiles, not of metal; building glass; binding agents for making bricks; works of art of stone, concrete or marble; slate.
ATLAS OFFICE LANDSCAPE

Priority claimed from 28/09/2016; Application No. : UK00003188265 ;United Kingdom
3539126   15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339439]
HERMAN MILLER LIMITED
Methuen Park Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 0GF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Office furniture.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888 , 11/02/2019  Class 20

musola

4068854  09/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445479]
MOBILIARIO AUXILIAR DE DISEÑO, S.L.
CTRA. N-340 KM. 704,4 E-03330 CREVILLENTE (ALICANTE) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; metal furniture and camping furniture; mattresses, bedsprings, pillows; flower stands, garden furniture of plastic, garden rockers, combination kneeler and seat for gardening; chairs, office furniture; easy chairs (loungers); divans; packaging containers of plastic materials, mirrors, shelves, display stands, index cabinets, fittings for curtains, curtain hooks, mannequins, tables, moldings for picture frames, non-metallic accessories for doors, gates and windows; doors for furniture; worktops; furniture.
DIAMONDCLEAN

Priority claimed from 24/08/2017; Application No. : 017141631 ;European Union 3759897 27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389632]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 20 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and non-electric toothbrushes, including denture brushes, and their structural and replacement parts; replaceable toothbrush heads; apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums, namely, toothbrushes; apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using water or air and water for home use; tongue cleaning instruments in the nature of brushes and scrapers for personal care.
LANEIGE

Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180159370 ;Republic of Korea
4053079  28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442402]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21; Containers for household use; make-up brushes; powder puffs; non-electric toothbrushes; bath sponges;
shaving brushes; appliances for removing make-up, electric; electric toothbrushes; kitchen containers; mugs;
dishwashing brushes; drinking vessels; flower pots; perfume burners; drinking bottles for sports; eyebrow brushes;
combs; floss for dental purposes; make-up removing appliances; toilet paper holders.
AVIELAN

Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-109359; Japan
4067626 31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446146]
AVIELAN CO., LTD.
3951-22, Terada, Arai-cho, Owari Asahi-city Aichi-pref 488-0078 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Non-metal slings for loading; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; straps, not of metal, for handling loads; belts, not of metal, for handling loads.
WithRelief

Priority claimed from 23/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-132190 ;Japan
4068857 02/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1445588]
TORAY KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TORAY INDUSTRIES, INC.)
1-1, Nihonbashi-Muromachi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8666 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Woven fabrics, other than edging ribbons for Tatami mats; knitted fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics.
3536778  03/01/2017

[International Registration No. : 1339232]

HEALTHTEX APPAREL CORP.
100 West 33rd Street, Suite 1012 New York NY 10001 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYA BHUSHAN MEHRISH
HIND APARTMENTS B 503 PLOT NO 12, SEC-5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Clothing, footwear and headgear, namely, blouses, booties, coats, coveralls, dresses, hats, gloves, hosiery, jumpers, jackets, leggings, overalls, nightgowns, pajamas, pants, rompers, shorts, sunsuits, sweaters, swimsuits, vests, shirts, wind resistant jackets, skirts and shortalls.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
COMFORT ARCH

Priority claimed from 14/11/2018; Application No. : 88194576 ;United States of America

4051879    28/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1441979]

Skechers U.S.A., Inc. II
228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Footwear.
NY90

Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No. : 87952800 ;United States of America
4051889  28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1441993]
Steven Madden Ltd.
52-16 Barnett Avenue Long Island City NY 11104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.
SKECHERS COMFORT ARCH

Priority claimed from 14/11/2018; Application No. : 88194577 ;United States of America

4051893    28/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1442003]
Skechers U.S.A., Inc. II
228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888 , 11/02/2019          Class 25

4055468   03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442874]
Ji Hyun Hwang
106-703, 140, Geumho-ro, Seongdong-gu Seoul 04727 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Long-sleeved shirts; men's suits; knitwear [clothing]; caps [headwear]; under garments; sweaters; sportswear; footwear; one-piece suits; jumpers; coats; trench coats; tee-shirts.
International Registration No. : 1445411
JIHUA 3514 LEATHER AND SHOES CO., LTD
SHANGZHUANG TOWN, LU QUAN DISTRICT, SHIJIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI PROVINCE China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; shoes; hats; gloves; scarfs.
3602163   10/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1357686]
GE.MA.R. S.R.L.
Via Colle Marracone, snc CASALVIERI (Frosinone) Italy
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balloons; toy figurines of plastic; inflatable toys; toys for colouring; pumps for toy balls and balloons; inflatable toys with decorative images; ornaments and decorations for Christmas trees; toy figures; streamers.
IR DIVISION
Gloves for games; elbow guards [sports articles]; knee guards [sports articles]; body protectors for sports use; chest protectors for sports use; snowshoes; shin guards [sports articles]; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; men’s athletic supporters [sports articles].
4068878   31/10/2018  
[International Registration No. : 1445610]  
Shu Yacong  
No.69 Datang Road, Datangzhou Village, Gushan Town, Yongkang City Zhejiang Province China  
**Proposed to be Used**  
**IR DIVISION**  
Skateboards; playing balls; skating boots with skates attached; roller skates; ice skates; in-line roller skates; snowshoes; balls for games; scooters [toys]; toy vehicles.
ASTON MARTIN VOLANTE

4068926    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445662]  
Aston Martin Lagonda Limited  
Banbury Road, Gaydon Warwick CV35 0DB United Kingdom  
Proposed to be Used  
IR DIVISION  
Toys; games; playthings; model cars; model aircraft and model boats and / or vehicles; remotely controlled toy aircraft and remotely controlled toy boats and / or vehicles; scale model vehicles; scale model kits; GPS guided and / or controlled toys / toy aircraft or vehicles; GPS guided and / or controlled toys / toy boats or vehicles.
SPROUTSMART

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 88014371 ;United States of America
3947088    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1422011]
FOOD FOR LIFE BAKING CO., INC.
2991 East Doherty Corona CA 92879 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pasta; baked goods, namely, bread, pita bread, bagels, rolls, cookies, biscuits, crackers, croutons, bagel chips, buns, chips and muffins; grain based food bars; tortillas; grain based snack foods; mixes for bakery goods; cake mixes; flour; biscuit mixes; muffin mixes; scone mixes; cookie mixes; brownie mixes; bread mixes; baked goods, namely, bread, buns and muffins; tortillas.

MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019  Class 30

BRUNCHTIME CO., LTD.
3/35-38 Moo 7, Nadee, Mueang Samut Sakhon, Samut 74000 Sakhon Thailand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cereal-based snack food; ready-to-eat cereals.

4023125  22/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1438255]
KINDER CRISPY-BONS

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 1375847 ;Benelux
4034083  28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1439786]

SOREMARTEC SA
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves FINDEL L-2632 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry and confectionery; biscuits; filled wafers; coated wafers; chocolate and chocolate products; sweets [candy]; edible ices.
Naturevibe Botanicals

4049567   29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1441946]
Chokhani, Rishabh
Banu Mansion, 16 Nadirsha Sukhia Street Mumbai 400001 India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dried herbs; preserved garden herbs as seasonings; spices.
4067587   31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446106]
QINGDAO HANMIXIAO FOOD CO., LTD.
The east loop of the jiaozhou city, Qingdao city Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Condiments; various sauces.
4070287  13/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445441]
Pastificio Riscossa F.lli Mastromauro S.p.A.
Strada Provinciale 231 Km. 40,560 I-70033 Corato BA Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30; Pasta; flour; rice; pasta sauce; bakery products; biscuits; vinegar.
ARRA SWEETIES

3908357  31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416001]
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
11220 Edison Highway Bakersfield CA 93307 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
:KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP,
74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI 400 018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh table grapes.
ARRA PASSION FIRE

3917430  31/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1416455]

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
11220 Edison Hwy, Bakersfield CA 93307 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
:KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP,
74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI 400 018

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Fresh table grapes.
4045949  29/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1321669]

Heineken Brouwerijen B.V.
Tweede Weteringplantsoen 21 NL-1017 ZD Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers.
HeKou District Xianhe Old Wine Chateau
The East Gate, Aolun Water Factory, Xingkaihu Road, Xianhe Town, Hekou District, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Must; lemonades; beer-based cocktails; beer; malt wort; vegetable juices [beverages]; waters [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit extracts.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888, 11/02/2019 Class 33

4069375 12/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445208]
Yamamoto Honke Co., Ltd.
36-1 Kamiaburakake-cho, Fushimi-ku Kyoto 612-8047 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sake; liqueurs; flavored tonic liquors; liquor flavored with Japanese plum extracts; alcoholic fruit beverages; alcoholic beverages, except beers.
Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 017847575 ;European Union
4070234   17/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445124]
Box Destilleri AB
Sörviken 140 SE-872 96 Bjärtrå Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Whisky.
MINAMI ALPS WINE & BEVERAGE CO., LTD.
191-1 Kamiyahagi, Ichinomiya-cho, Fuefuki-City Yamanashi 405-0059 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages [except beers]; whisky; distilled beverages; spirits [beverages]; vodka; gin; brandy.
Flavour Warehouse Holdings Limited
Global Way Darwen, Lancashire BB3 0RW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette liquids; electronic cigarette liquid solutions containing nicotine; flavour essences for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarette atomizers; electronic cigarette cartomizers; nicotine-free liquid solutions containing flavourings for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; personal vaporisers and electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette boxes; electronic cigarette cases; smokers' articles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1888 , 11/02/2019           Class 34

4067633    15/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446090]
ROYAL TOBACCO SIGARA VE TÜTÜN MAMULLERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Ibn-I Melek OSB Mahallesi TOSBI Yol 2 Sokak No:14 Tire Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes, cigars; smokers' articles including those made of precious metals: pipes, mouthpieces for cigars and cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper, tobacco pipes, firestones, lighters for smokers.
Stark

4068832  15/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445563]
ROYAL TOBACCO SIGARA VE TÜTÜN MAMÜLLERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Ibn-I Melek OSB Mahallesi, TOSBI Yol 2 Sokak No:14, Tire Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes, cigars; smokers' articles including those made of precious metals; pipes,
mouthpieces for cigars and cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper,
tobacco pipes, firestones, lighters for smokers.
4068858  09/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445540]
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO., LTD.
717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200030 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; cigarettes; cigars; hand-rolling tobacco.
OSI DIGITAL

Priority claimed from 30/06/2018; Application No. : 88021949 ;United States of America
4009979  20/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1434969]
OSI DIGITAL, INC.
5950 CANOGA AVENUE, SUITE 300 WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Business consulting and information services, business consulting and business information for enterprises, and business consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management services, logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain, and production systems and distribution solutions.
CITYLINKS

Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 87943327 ;United States of America
4066035   28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444776]

International City/County Management Association (ICMA)
770 North Capitol Street, NE Washington DC 20002 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management services for local governments; association services, namely, promoting the interests of local and international governments; development of best practices guidance for others in the field of urban planning and development; development of programs for others in the field of resource conservation, planning, and development; association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the existence and value that professional local government managers bring to building communities; promoting public awareness of the existence and value that professional local government managers bring to building communities.
4068898  23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445362]
DONGYING TIANDONG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.
NO. 1236, NANER ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; providing business information via a web site; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations; retail or wholesale services for hygienic preparations; pharmaceutical retail or wholesale services; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; providing business information via a web site; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations; retail or wholesale services for hygienic preparations; pharmaceutical retail or wholesale services; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies.
4070341 31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445265]
Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co., Ltd.
No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Import-export agency services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; advertising; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Business consultancy; market research; business management analysis; providing information about commercial sales; providing information about distribution of products.
[International Registration No. : 1445161]
Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co., Ltd.
No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial analysis; financial management; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial consultancy.
Asian Blue

Priority claimed from 02/05/2016; Application No. : 2016-48959 ; Japan
3507856  26/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328152]
ANA HOLDINGS INC.
1-5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-7133 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air transport; packaging services; freight brokerage; cargo handling; temporary safekeeping of personal belongings; temporary storage of deliveries; correspondence delivery services by post or messenger; conducting of travel tours; travel tour guide services; travel arrangement and reservation services (excluding those for lodging).
Priority claimed from 26/02/2016; Application No. : 40201603469T ;Singapore
3544859    26/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1343014]
CRESCENTRATING PTE. LTD.
1003 Bukit Merah Central, 07-14 Singapore 159836 Singapore
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advisory services relating to travel; advisory services relating to transportation; advisory services for arranging the transportation of persons; agency services for arranging tours; agency services for arranging transportation; agency services for arranging travel; agency services for arranging travel tours; agents for arranging travel; air transport of passengers; air transport services; airline bookings; airline transport; arrangement of excursions; arrangement of passenger transport; arrangement of sightseeing tours; arrangement of taxi transport; arrangement of transport for sightseeing tours; arrangement of transportation; arrangement of travel; arrangement of vehicle rental; arranging and conducting canoe expeditions; arranging and conducting horseback expeditions; arranging and conducting jungle and safari expeditions; arranging and conducting of bicycle tours; arranging excursions for tourists; arranging of cruises; arranging of expeditions; arranging of sightseeing tours; arranging of transport for bicycle tours; arranging of transport for sightseeing tours; arranging of transportation; arranging of travel tours; arranging travel tours and cruises; boat hire; boat rental; boat transport; boat transportation services; boating, fishing, hunting and sightseeing excursions; booking agency services for car hire; booking agency services for sightseeing tours; booking agency services for travel; booking agency services relating to travel; booking of air tickets; booking of hire cars; booking of rail tickets; booking of sea passages; booking of seats for travel; booking of tickets for travel; booking of vehicle rental; bus ferry services; bus transport; cable-car transport; car hire services; car rental; car transport; charter of aircraft; charter of boats; charter of helicopters; charter of land vehicles; charter of motor vehicles; charter of sea vehicles; charter of ships; chartering of aircraft; chartering of marine vessels; chartering of ships; chartering of transport; chartering of vehicles; chartering of yachts; coach transport services; computerised transport information services; computerised reservation services for travel; conducting of sightseeing tours; conducting sightseeing tours; conducting sightseeing tours for others; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; consultancy for travel; consultancy services relating to transportation; fare ticket reservation; ferry boat services; ferry transport services; ferry-boat transport; flight planning services; helicopter transport; hire of aircraft; hire of land vehicles; hire of rail transport; hire of road transport; hire of transport vehicles; hired car transport; holiday travel reservation services; information services relating to methods of transport; information services relating to transport timetables; information services relating to transportation; information services relating to travel; itinerary planning services; itinerary travel advice services; marine transport; minibus transport services; monorail transport; motor car rental; motor car transport services; motor coach rental; motor vehicle hire services; motor vehicle rental; motor vehicle transport services; motorcycle rental; omnibus transport services; operating of travel tours; operating of travel tours; organisation of cruises; organisation of excursions; organisation of sightseeing tours; organisation of travel tours; organisation of travel; organisation of transport for sightseeing tours; organisation of transport; organisation of trips; organising of excursions; organising the transportation of people; organising travel tours; passenger coach services; passenger ship transport; passenger train transport; passenger transport; passenger transportation services; passenger vehicle hire; personal travel tour guide services; pleasure boat transport; propeller airplane transport; providing driving directions for travel purposes; providing information, including online, about transport; planning of journeys; provision of information in relation to transport; provision of information relating to fares; provision of information relating to harbours; provision
of information relating to road transport; provision of information relating to the transportation of passengers; provision of information relating to tourism; provision of information relating to transport; provision of information relating to travel; provision of flight plans; provision of sightseeing tours (transport); provision of tourist travel information; provision of tours; provision of travel tours; provision of travel information; rail transport services; railway passenger transport; railway transport; rental of automobiles; rental of bicycles; rental of bikes; rental of buses; rental of cars; rental of chauffeur driven cars; rental of coaches; rental of land vehicles; rental of motor cars; rental of motor vehicles; reservation services for travel; reservation services for travel tours; reservation of seats for travel; reservation services for booking seats (travel); river transport; river transport by boat; road transport services; sea transport services; seat reservation services for travel; services for chartering railway transport; services for the arranging of tours; services for the arranging of travel tours; services for the arranging of transportation; services for the arranging of travel; services for the booking of travel; ship transport services; streetcar transport; taxi transport; ticket booking services for travel; travel tour guide services; travel tour operating; travel tour operating and organising; travel tour operator services; travel tour organising; travel tour reservation services; tourist agency services (travel); tourist guide services; tourist guide services (arranging of travel tours); tourist travel reservation services; tram transport; transport; transport booking agency services for sightseeing tours; transport brokerage; transport by air; transport by land; transport by man-powered vehicles; transport by rail; transport by road; transport by sea; transport by ship; transport by two-wheeled motor vehicles; transport by water; transport information services; transport of passengers; transport of passengers by bus; transport of passengers by road; transport of persons; transport of travellers; transport reservation; transport security services (the guarded transport of goods or passengers); transport services; transport services for sightseeing tours; transportation by air; transportation by bus; transportation by land; transportation by rail; transportation by road; transportation by sea; transportation information; transportation of people; travel advisory services; travel arrangement; travel consultancy; travel guide services; travel information; travel information services; travel reservation; travel route planning; travel tour operator services; travel tour reservation services; trip planning services; truck transport; turbojet airplane transport; vehicle rental; vehicle transport services; vessel transport; water transport services; yacht and boat charter services; yacht chartering services.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABEL PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.